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To establish a long-term career in a company where I may utilize my Cheese 
Maker professional skills and knowledge to be an effective cheese making skills 
and inspiration to those around me.

2015 – 2015
CHEESE MAKER - ABC CORPORATION

 Prepared cheese for guests Assists with dishwashing and prep in kitchen.
 Made cheese then place cheese into pans then sent cheese to refrigerator to 

cool and then took cheese out of refrigerator and sent to packing room to .
 Cleaned and sterilized vats and factory processing areas Filled processing or 

cooking containers, such as kettles, rotating cookers, pressure cookers,.
 Efficiently conducted the necessary tasks and jobs given each day to produce 

Cougar Gold and other cheeses or ice creams made at the WSU creamery.
 Followed the instructions provided from managers to ensure quality work and 

the safety of all employees on the job.
 Coordinated and work as a team with other employees to carry out the rigorous 

and physically demanding aspects of the job.
 Added ingredients properly and accurately for each recipe and make 

adjustments as needed.

2012 – 2015
CHEESE MAKER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Cuting cheese to the right size for the customers in wedges and running cheese 
through the the Vision pack machine which deals the cheese in film to .

 Also, understanding how to take apart and fix problems in the machine.
 The last few weeks Ive been in natural cheese making which is the process of 

making natural cheese with milk and cheddaring the cheese to the right .
 Also improved my cleaning skills, because since we were working with food we 

would clean and sanitize our whole work station after we were done for the day.
 Making cheese, extensive physical labor, lifting 50+ pounds repeatedly, often in

hot environment.
 Manufacturing of aged cheeses Pasteurizing of ingredients Shipping finished 

product to customers.
 Pasteurizer Electrical Packing of product Sanitation Computer input, output, 

logs, and charting.
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EDUCATION

Diploma

SKILLS

Operating skills, Making skills, Customer service.
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